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Textiles have been used by man since antiquity for adornment and protection from the
elements. Until quite recently, and in spite of a wealth of published data, statements
such as "clothing provides total reduction in UVB" were being made. In fact, subject
to fabric construction, summer weight textiles can provide relatively low protection
from the harmful effects of solar ultraviolet radiation, often with ultraviolet protection
factors less than that of a nominal SPF 15+ suncream.

The recently published Australia/New Zealand Standard AS/NZS 4399:1996 "Sun
Protective Clothing - Evaluation and Classification" specifies an in vitro
spectrophotometric method for the measurement of the ultraviolet (UVR) transmission
of textiles. Ultraviolet Protection Factors (UPF) are then calculated by convolving the
UVR transmission data with standard CIE erythemal response data and ARL solar
irradiance data. At the present time the scope of the standard is limited to loose fitting
dry clothing.

Virtually every textile parameter has an influence on the UPF of the finished garment
and hence on the protection afforded to skin from the harmful effects of solar UVR
radiation. Textile parameters such as fibre type, the method of spinning the yarn,
fabric structure, cover factor, colorant, UVR absorbers and finishing methods
determine the UPF of the fabric and hence must be controlled from batch to batch.

Since garments generally shrink when washed, multiple wearing and washing cycles
usually cause an increase in fabric UPF. Adventitious soiling of fabrics and the
absorption of certain components of domestic laundry formulations, eg. fluorescent
whitening agents, increase fabric UPF ratings. Garments with a high degree of
elasticity, eg. nylon/lycra sportswear, that are stretched on to fit, will obviously have
lower UPFs when stretched than when relaxed. In general fabrics worn in a wet state
provide lower protection than when worn dry.

On Australia's most extreme summer day it has been estimated that there are 30 MEDs
(minimal erythemal doses) in a dawn to dusk exposure. Thus outdoor workers should
be provided with UPF 30 clothing, or better. Results from recent experiments using
SK-II hairless mice dressed in UPF 50 "sunsuits" have shown that the mice developed
no sun induced skin cancers on the skin areas protected by the UPF 50 fabric whereas
multiple tumours developed on the unprotected skin.
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